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INTRODUCTION 
LET X be a pointed space and {A, B) an open cover of X such that A, B and C = A n B are 
connected, and (A, C). (B, C) are l-connected. One of the corollaries of the main theorem of $5 
is an algebraic description of the third triad homotopy group: 
x3(X; A, B) 2 n,(A, C) 0 rc,(& C) (*) 
where @ means “non-Abelian tensor product” of the two relative homotopy groups, each 
acting on the other via ;r,C. This new algebraic construction M @ N, which is defined for a 
pair of groups M, N each of which acts on the other, is studied in $2. As is well-known, a 
general determination of a triad homotopy group has consequences for certain absolute 
homotopy groups. Some of these are given in $3. For example, we prove that for any group G 
nz(SK(G, 1)) z Ker (G @ G: G) 
where k(g @ h)=ghg- ‘h- ‘, g, he G, and G acts on itself by conjugation. As a further 
consequence we obtain in $4 new results on the low-dimensional homology of discrete 
groups, notably some new eight-term exact sequences. An immediate application is a formula 
for H3 of a group Q in terms of a presentation of Q; this formula is analogous to the Hopf 
formula for H,Q. 
The description (*) of the triad group is a consequence of a special case of the case n = 2 of 
a Van Kampen-type theorem for n-cubes of spaces. Let Top* be the category of pointed 
topological spaces, and let (0, 11” be the n-fold product category with O< 1. The functor 
category Fun(( 0, l}“, Top*) is a proper closed model category in the sense of [3] (cf. also [ 121) 
(it is Top* for n = 0, and the category whose objects are pointed maps for n = 1). Its objects are 
called n-cubes of spaces. 
In [20] the second author introduced a functor which we here write 
l-I: Fun ((0, I}“, Top*)+(cat”-groups) 
(in [ZO] this is 5 with values in n-cat-groups). If n = 0, this functor is the fundamental group 
functor. The functor I7 was used in [20] to show that a cat”-group is an algebraic equivalent 
for a path connected weak homotopy type X in Top* with n,(X) = 0 for r > n + 1. Thus such 
an X is a K(i7, 1) for n=O. 
Standing assumptions: All spaces are assumed base pointed. All maps respect base point. We abbreviate -path 
connected space” to “connected space”. A simplicial space E is said to be connected if all the spaces E, are connected. 
A sequence of maps F-E-5 is afibration sequence if E-B is a Hurewicz fibration with fibre F. 
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For n = 0, 1, 2 cat-groups are equivalent to groups. crossed modules, crossed squares, 
respectively. 
The main result of this paper (Theorem 5.4) is the fact that the functor II carries certain 
colimits of”connected”n-cubes to colimits in (cat”-groups). For n = 0, this is the Van Kampen 
theorem. For n= 1, this was proved by Brown and Higgins [5] by a different method. The 
case n = 2 is new. Applications for n > 2 are given in [9, $161. 
In $5 we give the definition of cat”-group, and construct the fundamental cat”-group 
functor as in [ZO]. The proof of Theorem 5.4 is by induction on n and uses simplicial 
techniques. The case n= 1 contains the core of the proof, which is based on a property of 
simplicial groups G. such that Gz is generated by degenerate elements. We also rely on several 
results which are well known to experts, but are not easily available in the literature. We are 
grateful to M. Zisman for supplying in the Appendix an account of these results, for example 
the spectral sequence of a simplicial space (cf. [31]). 
on 
i;; 
The main results of this paper for n = 2 were announced in [8]. 
$1. SQUARES OF SPACES AND CROSSED SQUARES 
(I. 1) A crossed module is a group homomorphism /l: M+P together with an action of P 
M, written Pm for p E P and m E R/I, and which satisfies the following conditions: 
p(Pm)=pp(m)p-‘,pEP, mEM 
Htm)m’ = mm’171 - ‘, m, m’ E M. 
This notion goes back to J. H. C. Whitehead [29] who proved essentially the following. 
Let F--+A+X be afibration sequence; then the homomorphism TC~F-+TC~.-I equipped with the 
natural action of rc,A on rclF is a crossed module. 
Since any pointed map can be canonically converted into a fibration, there is a functor II 
from the category of pointed maps to the category of crossed modules. The Van Kampen 
theorem for crossed modules [5] (see also Theorem 5.4) asserts that this functor II commutes 
with certain amalgamated sums, and more generally with certain colimits. 
(1.2) A crossed square [17,20] is a commutative square of groups 
N”-P 
together with actions of the group P on L, M, N (and hence actions of M on L and .V via /_I and 
of N on L and M via v) and a function h: iI x N-t L. This structure shall satisfy the following 
axioms: 
(i) the maps i., I.’ preserve the actions of P; further, with the given actions, the maps P, v and 
K = pi. = p’i.’ are crossed modules; 
(ii) i.h(m,n)=m”m-‘, i’h(m,n)=“n n-l; 
(iii) h(i.l, n)=l”l-‘, h(m, E.‘I)=“II-‘; 
(iv) h(mm’, n) = mh(m’, n) h(m, n), h(m, nn’) = h(m, n) “h(m, n’); 
(v) h(Pm, “n) = Ph(m, n); 
for all IEL, m, m’EM, n, n/EN and PEP. 
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Note that in these axioms, a term such as “1 is 1 acted on by M, and so ml=r(m)[. It is a 
consequence of(i) that L, i.’ are crossed modules. Further, by (iii), M acts trivially on Ker i.’ 
and N acts trivially on Ker i.. 
A morphism of crossed squares is a morphism of squares of groups which is compatible 
with the actions and the functions h. 
(1.3) Suppose given a commutative square of spaces 
B-X 
b 
Let F(f) be the homotopy fibre off and let F(X) be the homotopy fibre of F(g)-+F(a). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. [20]. The commutative square of groups 
n,F(X) A n,F(g) 
associated to X is naturally equipped kvith a structure of crossed square. w 
It is this crossed square which we denote by IIX and call the fundamental crossed square 
of x. 
In the case that X is a square of inclusions and C = A n B, the fundamental crossed square 
IIX may be identified with the square of groups 
rj(X; A, 4 - dB> Cl 
with the maps being boundary maps, the action of 7c,C being the usual one, and with 
h-function given (up to sign) by the generalised Whitehead product (cf. [I, p. 107 and 21). 
The square X as above is said to be connected if all the spaces X, F(a), F(b) and F(X) are 
connected [which implies that A, B, C, F(j), F(g) are also connected]. 
We say that a square of squares of spaces 
Wf_U 
9 I I 
v-x 
is a homotopy amalgamated sum (or homotopy pushout) if the canonical map of squares from 
the double mapping cylinder lM(Jg) to X is a weak equivalence of the spaces at the four 
corners. Ifeach of the maps offi W+U is a cofibration, then X may be taken to be the square 
of pushout spaces from the four vertices. 
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THEOREM 1.5. (Van Kampen theorem for squares of spaces). Ler X be the homoropy 
amalgamated sum of maps of squares U i W -% V. Suppose that U, V, W are connected squares. 
Then X is a connected square and the natural morphism 
l-Iv * “w nv-+nx 
is an isomorphism of crossed squares, where the first term is the amalgamated sum in the 
category of crossed squares. 
The proof will follow from a generalised Van Kampen theorem for n-cubes of spaces 
(Theorem 5.4). 
$2. THE NON-A.BELIAN TENSOR PRODUCT OF GROUPS 
In this section we define and study a tensor product M 0 N for (not necessarily Abelian) 
groups M, N. We also introduce a (non-Abelian) exterior product. Special cases of the tensor 
product have appeared elsewhere [l 1,213. 
Let groups M, N be equipped with an action of M on the left of N, written ‘“n, m E 34, n E )Y, 
and an action of N on the left of M, written “m. It is always understood that a group acts on 
itself by conjugation: “y = xy”- ‘. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The tensor product M @ N is the group generated by symbols m 0 n, 
m E ,M, n E N, with relations 
(a) mm’@n=(mm’m-‘@“n)(m@n) 
(a’) m @ nn’ = (m @ n) (“m @ nn’n- ‘) 
for all m, m’ E M, n, n’ E N. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let M, N be as above, and let L be a group. A crossed pairing (or 
biderivation) from M x N to L is a function h: M x N-+L such that 
(a) h(mm’, n) = h(mm’, “n) h(m, n) 
(a’) h(m, nn’) = h(m, n) h(“m, “n’) 
for all m, m’ E M, n, n’ E N. 
Clearly the function M x N+ M @ N, (m, n)+m @ n, is the universal crossed pairing in 
the sense that any crossed pairing h: M x N-L determines a unique homomorphism 
h*: M 0 N-+ L such that h*(m 0 n) = h(m, n). 
Given the actions of M, N as above, the free product M * N acts on both M and N. If 
m, m’ E M, n, n’ E N, then 
and similarly 
~nm~m~~nmm~nm-l~~(mn~‘mfm-~) 
=nmn-’ m’ 
(-IOn = mnm - In’. 
In all our applications, the actions will be compatible in the sense that 
‘““‘m’ = mnm- ‘ml* ‘““‘n’ = nmn - In, 
for all m, m’ E M, n, n’ E N. 
Some special cases of the following consequences ofthe rules are essentially found in [l 11. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M, ?i be groups equipped with compatible actions on each other. 
(a) The free product .U * .V acts on .cI @ N so that 
P(m@n)=Pm@Pn, mEM, nEN, pEM*N. 
(b) There are homomorphisms 
;.I M @ N+M, ).‘I Lbf @ N-+N 
such that i(m@n)=m “m-l, i.(m@n)=“n n-‘. 
(c) The homowtorphisms L, i.‘, with the giGen actions, are crossed modules. 
(d) If I E M @ S. m E ,\I, n’ E N, then 
(i.l)@ n’=l”‘l-’ 
m’@ ,2.‘l=m’ll-1. 
(e) The act&s of M on Ker i.‘, N on Ker I., are trivial. 
(f) If [, I’ E M 8 N, then 
[l, r] = 1.l @ i.‘! 
and in particular [m @ n, m’ @ n’] = (m “m- ‘) @ (m’n’n’- I). 
Proof: The proofs of (a), (b) are straightforward, using the universal property. We 
emphasise that compatibility is required for both (a) and (b) (the first of these was pointed out 
to us by P. J. Higgins). 
The only non-trivial verification for (c) is the second axiom of crossed modules for E. 
(and i.‘). The trick is to expand mm’ 0 nn’ in two ways, which gives 
m”(m’ @ n’) (m @ n) = (m @ n) nm(m’ 0 n’). 
This implies I/‘[- 1 =“‘I’ for 1 =m @ n, l’=m’ @ n’. The general case follows. 
The general case of(d) follows from the case I= m 0 n. For the proof of the first formula 
we note that 
E.(m @ n) @ n’ = (m”m- ‘) @ n’ 
=“” ( m-l 0 n’) (m 0 n’) 
=mn(m-l @ n-l n’n) (m @ n’) 
zm(m-’ @ n)-’ m(m-’ @ n’n) (m 0 n’) 
=(m @ n) m(m-’ @ n’) mn’(m-l 0 n) (m 0 n’) 
=(m@n)(m@n’)- ’ ““‘(m-‘@n)(m@n’) 
=(m @ n) “‘*(m-l 0 n) 
=(m 0 n) “‘(m 0 n)-‘. 
The proof of the second formula is similar. 
The proofs of (e), (f) are now trivial. 
The Abelianisation of a group G is written eb. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If M acts tricially on N and N acts trivially on M, then 
M@ N=MDb@JZNnb, 
where Oz is the usual tensor product of Abelian groups. 
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Proof: From (b) and (e) of Proposition 2.3, one deduces that M and N act trivially on 
.U @ N. It is well known that in this case the presentation of Definition 2.1 gives the group 
.lfnb @z iVab. n 
As a special case, consider a group G acting on itself by conjugation, as usual. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. [ll]. The commutator map G x G-G defines a homomorphism K: 
G 0 G-G. Then G 0 G, with thegiven action of G, becomes a crossed G-module in which G acts 
trivially on Ker K. If G is perfect (G = [G, G]), then K: G @ G-G is the universal central 
extension. 
Proof: The first two statements are immediate from the definitions and Proposition 2.3. 
Let p: E-G be a central extension, and let g-g’ be a set theoretic section of p. The func- 
tion G x G-E, (g, h)+$g’, h’], is a crossed pairin g and so defines a homomorphism $: 
G 0 G-E such that p4 = K. If G is perfect, then so also is G 0 G, by (f) of Proposition 2.3, 
and then the map (b of extensions over G is unique. n 
There are well-known calculations of universal central extensions of perfect groups. We 
now state some calculations of tensor products. 
Example 2.6(a) Let D, be the dihedral group with generators x,y and relations 
x2 = y”= ~yxy = 1. We include the case m=O, when y is of infinite order, and write 
Z,=Z/mZ. Let T,,,=D,@ D,. 
m odd: then T,,, is isomorphic to Z, x H, with factors generated by x @ x, x @ y 
respectively. 
m even: then T,,, is isomorphic to Zz x Z, x P, x h, with factors generated by x Ox, 
s 0 y, y @ y and (X @ y) (y @ x) respectively. (Details of this and other calculations may be 
found in [7].) 
(2.7) We now relate G @ G to more familiar constructions. Let G A G be obtained from 
G @ G by imposing the additional relations g 0 g = 1 for all g E G. The image of g 0 h in 
G A G is written g A h. Proposition 2.3 shows that G A G is isomorphic to the group written 
(G, G) in [23]. The commutator map induces a homomorphism K’: G A G-G, and the results 
of [23] show that there is an exact sequence 
O+H,(G)-+G A G 2 G. (2.8) 
In order to analyse the kernel of G 0 G+G A G we use Whitehead’s r-functor [3O] 
which is the “universal quadratic functor” from Abelian groups to Abelian groups. Let A be 
an Abelian group. Then T(A) is the Abelian group with generators ‘ia, a E A, and the following 
relations: 
(i) ;1(-a)=?(a), aEA 
(ii) if b(a, b)=y(a+b)-ya-yb, a, bE A, then 8: A x A-+T(A) is biadditive. 
Let J,(G)=Ker (x: G @ G-+G). Proposition 4.3 below implies that there is an exact 
sequence 
H,(G)+I-(G”‘) 3 J,(G)+H,(G)-+O. (2.9) 
where $ is determined by the map G+G 0 G, g ~g 0 g. This result, together with (2.8), 
shows that if G is finite, or is a p-group, then so also is G 0 G. 
If G“b is free Abelian, then a basis for G”* determines a basis for r(Cb) which is mapped by 
r(Gub) 5 G @ G--+Gub @ Gab into part of a basis for G @ G; so in this case I/X J?(G”b)+G @ G is 
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injective. This remark, with (2.8), shows that if G is a free group, then G @ G z 
[G, G] x l-(Gab). 
(2.10) For applications in $4 we need a generalisation of G A G and of the exactness of (2.9) 
at J,(G). These applications involve a pair of crossed modules ,u: ,LI-P, v: N-P over the 
same group P. Then M and N act on each other via P, and the first crossed module rule 
implies that these actions are compatible. The second crossed module rule says precisely that 
the actions of M, N on themselves by conjugation are also given by action via P. 
We consider the fibre product ,Lf x pN = {(m, n)~ M x N: pm = vrr>. 
DEFINITION 2.11. The (non-Abelian) exterior product M A ‘N is obtainedfiom the tensor 
product M @ N by imposing the additional relations m @ n = 1 for all (m, n) E A4 x pzV. The 
image of a general element m @ n in M A ‘N is written m A n. 
In order to analyse the kernel of M 0 NtM A ‘N, we consider the morphism (j., i.‘): 
M @ N+M x p N. The latter group acts on M 0 N via P, and (i, i,‘) is a crossed module. The 
image of(i., i.‘) is written (M, N). It is normal in M x pN, and the quotient (M x pN);‘(.!f, N) 
is Abelian (and is even a P-module). 
THEOREM 2.12. There is an exact sequence 
I-(M x pN/(M, N)) 5 M @ N-+M A ‘N+ 1, 
where $(y(m, n)) = m @ n. Also II/ has central image. 
Prooj: Let Y: M x ,N-+M @ N be the function (m,n)Hm @ n; then X=Ker 
(M @ N-+M A ‘N) is the subgroup generated by Im Y. Also X E (Ker j.) n (Ker j.‘). By 
Proposition 2.3, (i) X is central in M @ N and (ii) X is acted on trivially by M and by N. It 
follows easily that yl(m, n) = Y(m- ‘, n-l), (m, n) E M x pN. 
We now start the proof that Y induces a homomorphism on T(M x pN/(M, N)). 
Let (m, n), (u, u) E M x rN. Expanding mu @ nu in two ways and using (i), (ii) and pm = yn 
gives 
mu @ nu = m((u @ n) (m @ u)> (m @ n) (u @ c). 
It follows that: (iii) (U 0 n) (m @ U)E X; (iv) mu @ no=(u @ n) (m @ u) (m @ n) (u @ c); and 
(v)(mu@na)(m@n)-‘(u@u)-‘=(u@n)(m@u). 
Suppose also 1 EM @ N. Then by (iv) and Proposition 2.3 
mE.10 nL’l= I”l- ’ “II- 1 (m @ n) [l, l] 
=m@n. 
This proves that Y induces a function on (M x ,N)/(M, N). We now have to prove that 
the defining relations for F are annihilated. This follows for the first from (i) and (ii) as above 
and for the second from (v) and 
LEMMA 2.13. The function 
is bimultiplicatiue. 
W (Mx,N)x(MxpN)-tM@N 
((m, n), (4 u)) * (n 0 n) (m 0 u) 
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Proof Suppose also (m’, n’) E .U x pN. Then 
(u @ nn’) (mm’ @ L.) = (n 0 n) “(u 0 n’) “(m’ @ I;) (m @ v) 
=(u @ n) “{(u @ n) (m’ 0 u)> (m @ v) 
= {(u @ n) (m @ u)) ((u 0 n’) (m’ @ u)> 
by (i), (ii) and (iii). The other rule is proved similarly. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.12. n 
(2.11) In order to use the tensor product in applications of the Van Kampen Theorem for 
crossed squares (Theorem 1.5) we need an alternative characterisation of M 0 N when 
p: M+P, V: N+P are crossed modules, and M, N act on each other via P. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Let ~1: M-+P, v: N+P be crossed modules, so that M, N act on both M 
and N ria P. Then there is a crossed square 
c + 
N-P 
where j.(m @ n)=m “m-l, i.‘(m @ n)=mn n-‘, and h(m, n) = m @ n. This crossed square is 
“universal in the sense that it satisfies the following two equivalent conditions: 
is another crossed square (with the same ,u,v), then there is a unique 
morphism(LV~’ y)-(: F) of crossed squares which is the identity on M, N, P. 
(2) The following diagram of inclusions of crossed squares is a pushout in the category of 
crossed squares: 
where 1 denotes the trivial group. 
Proof: The crossed square properties are immediate from Proposition 2.3. 
To prove the equivalence of (1) and (2) one notes that the functor (crossed squares)+ 
(crossed modules), H (MP), preserves colimits since it has a right adjoint of the form 
with h-function of this last crossed square given by (m,p)H mPm-l. 
H (NP) preserves colimits. (These functors have left adjoints and so also 
preserve limits.) 
The verification of (1) is easy, since the morphism of crossed squares is uniquely 
determined by the crossed pairing h: M x N-+L. H 
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Remark 2.16. If .cI and N are groups which act on each other compatibly, then there is 
always a group P and crossed modules M -P and N+P such that the actions between ,LI and 
N are obtained via P. The group P may be taken to be the free product M * N divided by the 
relations “m = nmn- i, mn = mnm- r, for all ~tl E M, n E N. It is also a quotient of the semi-direct 
product M ><I N. If M, N are already crossed Q-modules, with actions on each other via Q, 
then P is isomorphic to the co-product crossed Q-module defined in [4]. 
$3. OBSTRUCTIONS TO HOMOTOPICAL EXCISION IN LOW DIMENSIONS 
We now give some immediate applications of Theorem I.5 and the non-Abelian tensor 
product. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose given a commutative square of maps 
C-A 
x: 9 
I I 
(I 
E-X 
b 
and let F(f), F(g), F(X) be the homotopyjibres off, g and X respectively. Suppose that X is a 
homotopy pushout andf; g are connected maps. Then the space F(X) is connected and the crossed 
square 
nx= n,FW) x,f’(d 
n,f’(f) n,C 
is universal. Hence the canonical map 
x,FO 0 n1F(g)-+nc,F(X) 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof: This is immediate from Theorem 1.5 applied to the homotopy pushout of squares 
of maps 
and Proposition 2.15. 
In terms of triad homotopy groups this result can be phrased as follows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose in the homotopy pushout X of Theorem 3.1 that all the maps are 
inclusions and C = A n B. Let C, A, B be connected and let (A, C), (B, C) be l-connected. Then 
the triad (X; A,B) is 2-connected and the canonical morphism given by the generalised 
Whitehead product 
4A, Cl 0 MJ ‘7-4X; A, 4 
is an isomorphism. 
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For the generalised Whitehead product, see [l, 21. 
In another paper [9] we will generalise Corollary 3.2 to all dimensions and prove a 
general form of the Blakers-Massey triad connectivity theorem, with a determination of the 
critical group. 
In the particular case of the suspension triad (SX; C,X, C-X) we find the following 
(compare with [32]). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X be connected and let G= x1X. There is a commutative diagram 
with exact rows and in which the maps marked z are isomorphisms. 
Also Coker j 2 H,X. 
If n,X=O, then 
I-(cPb)- G @ G---- G- G ab 
rc3(SX) z Ker (K: G @ G+G). 
Proof This follows from Theorem 3.1 except for the facts involving r(Gab), ahich are 
special cases of (4.1), (4.3) in the next section. n 
We will show elsewhere that if rczX =O, then the map I(Gab) 5 G @ G determines the first 
k-invariant of SX. 
For our next result, recall that it is well known [28] that an amalgamation of K(rr, I)- 
spaces is still a K(rc, 1) when the morphisms of groups involved are injective. Here we study 
the opposite case, when the morphisms of groups are surjective, thus continuing work of [4]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let M, N be normal subgroups of the group P, and form the homotopy 
amalgamated sum 
K(P, 1) L K(P/M, 1) 
x: gj Ia 
K(P/N, 1) - X. 
Then the first homotopy groups of X are given by 
x1X = P/MN, x,X = (M n N)j[M, N] 
and x,X = Ker (M @ N --!+ P). 
Proof: The first equality follows from the classical Van Kampen theorem. The second 
equality was proved in [4; 3.21 as a consequence of the Van Kampen theorem for maps. The 
third equality follows from the homotopy exact sequences of the fibrations 
F(a)-+K(P/M, 1)+X, 
and Theorem 3.1, since F(_/) 2- K(M, l), F(g) 2: K(N, 1). n 
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Examples 3.5. If X = S’ = K(H, I), then either of these corollaries show that 
rt,S3 z Z @ 2! z Z. It is interesting to note that this well-known computation is obtained 
without using the Hopf fibration. 
(3.6) More generally, let X be a l-dimensional CW-complex, so that rciX is a free group 
F. Then, from Corollaries 2.12 and 3.2 we obtain the well-known result n,SX z l-F”*. 
(3.7) As an example of a range of results not previously available, we give for the dihedral 
group D, the formula 
if m is odd 
n,SK(D,. 1) Z 
i 
z2 
@?,)’ if m is even. 
This follows from example 2.6(a). Notice also that we have explicit generators for this 
homotopy group, namely x @ x if m is odd, and x @ x, (x @ y)m,iz, y @ y, (x @ y) (y @ x) if m is 
even. It will be shown elsewhere that (x @ y) (y @ x) is the only non-trivial Whitehead 
product element. 
$4. APPLICATIONS TO THE HOMOLOGY OF DISCRETE GROUPS 
In this section, we obtain applications to the homology of discrete groups by applying the 
Mayer-Vietoris homology exact sequence to the homotopy amalgamated sum of K(rc, 1)s 
used in Corollary 3.4. The transition from homotopy to homology is given by Whitehead’s 
exact sequence [30] for a connected space 
where x is the universal cover of X and w is the Hurewicz map. Recall that Whitehead gives 
an isomorphism T,X+Tn2X induced by composition with the Hopf map q E 7cJ2. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose given a homotopy pushout 
CfA 
x: g I I n 
B-X 
b 
such that (a) f and g are connected maps, and (b) the maps n,F(f)+n,C, rc,F(g)+r,C are 
surjective. Let M = rclF(f), N = Tcl F(g), both considered as crossed modules over P = 7c1 C. Then 
there is an isomorphism 
rtjX z M x pN/(M, N) 
which leads to a commutative diagram 
r(M x +‘I/( M, N)) ’ -M@ N 
where < is the composition 
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Proof The isomorphism 6: nZX z M x pN/(M, IV) is proved in [4; 3.21 under the 
assumption that rc,C=O. However, it is easy to see that the proof remains valid under the 
weaker assumption (b). 
The isomorphism 0 is given by Whitehead’s isomorphism l-,X z Trc?X and our 
isomorphism 6. The map $ is determined by (m, n)++ m @ n as in Theorem 2.11. The maps 
d,d’ are boundaries in the exact sequences of fibrations, and the isomorphism 
rc,F(X) 2 M 0 N is given by Theorem 3.1. So the lemma foIlows from the more detailed 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume the conditions (a) and (b’): the map x2 C-+x,X is tricial. Then rhere is a 
commutative diagram 
9* 
I I 
a 
Tcjx : Tc,F(a) 4 x,F(X) 
in which q* is gioen by composition with 7 and ‘3’ is (m, n) H m 0 n. 
Proof: The function 6’ is a difference construction. It is well-defined by condition (b’) 
which is implied by (b). 
The proof is obtained by working in the universal example. So let (m, n) E M x p_Y, and let 
S denote the suspension square 
i_ I ! i- 
C-S’- s2 
Then there is a map of squares t: S+X whose restrictions t+: i+-J t-: i_+g, f: S2+X 
represent m, n and 6’(m, n) respectively. Since t is a map of squares, the following diagram is 
commutative 
7c,S2 5 n2F(j+) 5 7c1F(S)= iz @ z 
I 
t* 1 I V I I f* 
x,X 4 n,F(a)A n,F(X)= M@ N 
In the upper line of isomorphisms, ~‘c?(v)= 10 IEZ@ i2. Hence in the lower line 
d’dq*(Z(m, n)) = fYa(t,(rf)) 
=t*(l 0 1) 
=t+*(l)@ r-*(l) 
=m@n. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose giGen the homotopy pushout X in whichfl g are connected maps 
and r2C=0, n,A=7~~A=0, n2F(g)=0. Then 
H2x = ,\I x ,N/(.Cl, IV), 
H,x=Ker([ , 1: M A~N-+N). 
Proof: The assumptions imply that 
n,X 2 Tc,F(a) z Ker (ic,F(X)-+~,F(g)), 
so that in Lemma 4.1, < maps rraX isomorphically to Ker (1LI 0 N-N). The result follows 
from Lemma 4.1 and Whitehead’s exact sequence. n 
(4.4) The previous results give immediately the exact sequence (2.9), which yields 
information on G @ G and G A G. We now generalise the method. 
Consider a homotopy pushout 
K(P, 1) ------W/M, 1) 
x: I 
K(P/N, 1)------+X 
where M, N are normal subgroups of a group P. We obtain a number of new results in the 
homology of groups by considerin g the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of X, and applying 
Proposition 4.3; we make the assumption P=MN to ensure that 8 =X. This gives us: 
THEOREM 4.5. Suppose given extensions of groups 
l+M+P+Q+l, 
l-+N -+P+R-+l, 
such that P =MN. Let V be the kernel of the commutator map MA ‘N-+P. Then there is an 
exact sequence 
H,P+H,Q @ H,R-+ V+H,P+H,Q 0 H2R 
-+(M n N)/[M, N]+Pab+pb @ R”*-+O. H 
This theorem extends by three terms an exact sequence of [4]. An application is given in [14]. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If 1 +M+P--+Q-+ 1 is an extension of groups, then there is an exact 
sequence 
H,P+H,Q-+ V+H,P-+H,Q-+M/[M, P]+Pab+QLlb+O, 
where V= Ker ([ , 1: M A ‘P-rP). Further, if the extension is central then V= M ~~~~~~ the 
quotient of M Oz Pab by the relations m @ m=O, me M. n 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let l--+M-+P+Q+l beagroupextensionfor which H,P=H,P=O, for 
example P is free. Then there are isomorphisms 
H,Q = Ker (M/CM, P]+P“b), 
H,Q=Ker ([ ,]: M A’P-+P). a 
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Remarks 1. The first formula in this corollary is essentially the Hopf formula. The 
second formula has been shown by J.-L. Loday to be related to Igusa’s “pictures” [19]. 
2. An exact sequence of a type similar to that in Corollary 4.6 is given in [18, 
Theorem 2.31. The sequence there is more general, in that it deals with homology with 
coefficients. On the other hand, a specific formula for the group Vin terms of M and P is not 
given. An algebraic derivation of this formula for V is given in [13]. 
Finally, we give an exact sequence which generalises (2.9). 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let l-+lM-P-Q+1 be an extension of groups such that H,P= 
H,P= H,P=O, for example P is free. Then there is an exact sequence 
H4Q-+F(M/[M,P]) 1 Ker ([ ,]: 1M @ P+M)-+H,Q+O. 
Proof We consider the homotopy pushout X of (4.4) with N =P, Q = P,lM. The 
assumptions on P and the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of X imply that H,Q= H,X, 
H3Q = H,X. Whitehead’s I-sequence for X and Corollary 3.4 give the result. fl 
(4.9) Let G be a group. Then G gives rise to the tensor product G 0 G and its quotient 
G A G discussed in 2.7. There is an intermediate group G A G defined as being the quotient of 
G 0 G by the (normal) subgroup generated by (g 0 h) (h 0 g) for all g, h E G. 
Because K(G, 1) is connected, the homotopy groups 71 2+r(SkK(G, 1)) stabilise from k = 2; 
in particular n,(S2K(G, 1)) = nS(K(G, 1)). 
PROPOSITION 4.10. In the following commutatice diagram, the rows are exact: 
0 - q(SK(G, 1)) + GO G -+ [G, G] -+ 1 
1 1 II 
0 -&K(G, l))- G ii G-, [G, G] -+ 1 
1 1 II 
0 -H,G - G A G+[G,G]-t 1. 
Proof: The first row is a particular case of Corollary 3.3. The third row [cf. (2.8)] is a 
special case of Corollary 4.6 with M = P = G. 
For connected X, the commutative diagram 
H,X-----+ I-$X ----rc,SX-H,X-0 
HJ --H,(X, $)- 4X- H,X- 0 
is obtained by comparing Whitehead’s sequence for SX with an exact sequence deduced 
from the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of stable homotopy. When X = K(G, l), the 
map r: T(G”b)+G’b @ H, is given by yg++g @ 1. It is surjective with kernel generated by 
b(g, h) = ;‘(g + h)- yg - yh. Therefore z’ is surjective with kernel generated by the image 
of fi(g, h). As the image of yg in G @ G is g 0 g, then fi(g, h) maps to (h 0 g) (g 0 h) by $. 
This proves the exactness of the middle row. n 
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55. THE GENERALISED V.AN KAMPEN THEOREXI 
In this section we state and prove the Van Kampen theorem for n-cubes of spaces in full 
generality (Theorem 5.4). The proof of this theorem is by induction on n, assuming the case 
n=O, which is the classical theorem for the fundamental group of the union of connected 
spaces. In the general case, the role of the fundamental group is taken by thefundamental cat”- 
groupfunctor, and so we start by recalling from [20] the notion of cat”-group. 
At the end of this section it is shown that the case n = 2 of Theorem 5.4 implies our earlier 
Theorem 1.5, on which all our previous applications depend. 
DEFINITION 5.1. [203. A c&-group (G; N,, . . . , N,) is a group G together wirh n 
subgroups N,, . . . , N, and 2n homomorphisms si and bi: G-+Ni satisfying 
(a) si and bj restrict to the identity on Ni, 
(b) [Ker si, Ker bi]= 1, 
(c) S+T~ = ~j~i, bibj = bjbi, sibj = bjsi for i #j. 
The group G is called the big group of the cat”-group. If condition (b) is not fulfilled then 
we call such a structure a pre-c&-group. To any pre-cat”-group there is canonically 
associated a cat”-group, obtained by quotienting the big group by the commutator 
subgroups [Ker si, Ker bi], i= 1, . . , n. The corresponding functor is denoted 
ass: (pre-cat”-groups)+(cat”-groups). 
This functor is clearly the identity when restricted to cat”-groups. 
(5.2) In order to define formally an n-cube of spaces, we introduce the category {O, l} 
associated to the ordered set Oc 1. Its n-fold product is.written (0, 11”. We denote by 1 the 
multi-index (1, . . . , 1). We will use also the similarly defined category ( - 1, 0, I>“. 
An n-cube of spaces X is an object of the functor category Fun ((0, l)“, Top*). This 
category is a proper, closed model category in the sense of [3]. Thus, as shown in [ 12, Chap. 
33, for each n-cube of spaces X there is a natural embedding X-+X such that (i) each map 
X(c++X(r) is a homotopy equivalence with natural homotopy inverse, (ii) X isfibrant in the 
sense that for each z E (0, 1)” the canonical map X(z)-+lim,,S X(a) is a fibration. It is shown in 
[27] that such a fibrant n-cube X may be extended to an n-cube of fibrations [ZO], that is a 
functor from { - l,O, l}” to pointed spaces, also written X, and such that for all k and 
rE{-l,O,l}” X(x,,. . . ,Q-1, -1, !Yk+l,. . . , 3,) is the fibre of the fibration 
X(g,, . . . , zk-1~0, gk+l,. . . , sl,)+x(yl, . . , rk-lr 1, ‘IkCI,. . . , 3,). 
Thus a l-cube of spaces, which is just a mapfi A-+X, is converted into the fibration 
FfJ)+.Z-X. 
(5.3) For the statement of the generalised Van Kampen theorem we need three more 
ingredients. First the methods of [20] give a functor II from fibrant n-cubes of spaces, and so 
composing with the functor XHX gives a functor II from n-cubes ofspaces to cat”-groups: the 
definition of II is recalled below. Second, an n-cube of spaces X is said to be connected if all the 
spaces X(r), z E { - LO, l}“, are connected. Third, for any non-empty set A, let Arin denote the 
category of non-empty finite subsets of A, with maps the inclusions. Let U = (U,),,., be a 
covering of X such that each U, contains the base point of X. If g is a non-empty finite subset 
of A, then U, denotes the intersection of the U, for i.60. If CJ c r, then U, c U, and so U 
determines a contravariant functor on An, Hence colim’ U, makes sense, as does 
colim” &(U,) for any functorial construction 4 on the U,. 
THEOREM 5.4. (Van Kampen theoremfor cubical diagrams of spaces.) Let X be an n-cube of 
spaces and let { UJi,,, b e an open cocering of X( 1, . . , 1). Each U, for CT E Aiin determines by 
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inverse image an n-cube of spaces U,. Suppose that each such U, is a connected n-cube. Then the 
following hold: 
(C) the n-cube X is connected, and 
(I) the natura/ homomorphism of cat”-groups 
is an isomorphism. 
colim&, IIU,- IIX = lT colim” U, 
The colimit on the left, denoted colim cal, is taken in the category ofcat”-groups, while that 
on the right is in the category of n-cubes of spaces. The proof of the theorem occupies most of 
the rest of $5. 
(5.5) As promised, we recall now the construction of the fundamental cat”-group functor 
l-I: (n-cubes of spaces)+(cat”-groups). 
Letfi A-+X be a map, and letf A-+X be the associated fibration. The fibre product of 
II + 1 copies of A over X is a space denoted Ei. These E{ form a simplicial space 
Let X be an n-cube of spaces, and let it be the associated fibrant n-cube of spaces. 
For EE { - l,O, 11, let 5:X denote the (n- I)-cube aHX(a,e). Then X determines a map of 
(n- I)-cubes ZzX+a,!X in direction n and at each index aE (0, l}“-1 this fibration is 
replaced by the simplicial space constructed as above by taking iterated fibre products. 
This gives an (n- 1)-cube of simplicial spaces, written 9,,X such that for each ma0 the 
(n- 1)-cube of spaces (9’$)m is fibrant. For each m 20 we can do the same process in 
direction n - 1 to obtain an (n-2)-cube of simplicial spaces denoted (Yn _ 1 9’,,8).,, i.e., an 
(n-2)-cube of bisimplicial spaces. By iterating this process, we end up with an n-simplicial 
space 
Simp X =9, . . . .YnX. 
Taking the fundamental group rrl gives an n-simplicial group 
rrr Simp X. 
We focus our attention on the particular group G=(n, Simp X)r because it is the big 
group of a cat”-group (G; N,, . . . , N,) such that 
Ni=(x,SimPX),...,,,..., 
with 0 at the ith place and with si, bi: G+Ni determined by the face maps de, 8, of the ith 
simplicial structure. We denote this cat”-group by *n,Simp X, and call it thefundamental 
catn-group of the n-cube X, written 
ITX= *x,Simp X. 
Remark. A priori, A should be considered as a functor from simplicial groups to precat”- 
groups. However, in the particular case of Simp X this precat”-group is indeed a cat”-group as 
proved in [20]. For n= 1 this fact is equivalent to a result of Whitehead [see (1.1) and the 
remark after (5.7) below]. The advantage of fibrant n-cubes is that the fibrant condition is 
preserved under the various pull-back constructions used in [20]. 
The main point of the proof of Theorem 5.4 relies on some preliminary results which we 
now give. 
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LEMMA 5.6. Letf: A-+X be a connected map and let EL be the associated simplicial space. 
Then 
(a) the Moore complex of the simpiicial group xlE{ is 
. l--, l-+x,F 3 n,A, 
(b) the group 7c1 E{ is generated by degenerate elements, i.e. by the images of rcI E{ by the two 
degeneracy operators so and sl. 
Proof The fundamental group nlA of the total space of the fibration A+X acts on the 
fundamental group rrlF of the fibre. Then nl(E()= nl(A x xA) is isomorphic to the semi- 
direct product n,Fxl n,A. Similarly n,(E$=(n,F) x rc,A. In low dimensions the face and 
degeneracy operators from n,E{ are given by d,(m, n)=n, d,(m, n)=p(m)n, 
s,(m,n)=(m, l,n), so(m,n)=(l,m,n). 
The Moore complex (G,, a,,) (cf. [lo, 223) of a simplicial group is defined by 
G,= h Ker di and 8, is the restriction of d, to G,. 
i=l 
The two statements are immediate from the above description of the simplicial structure 
of n,E;. H 
LEMMA 5.7. Let G, be a simplicial group such that G2 is generated by degenerate elements. 
Then in the Moore complex of G, we have Im d, = [Ker d,, Ker do]. 
Proof. There are canonical isomorphisms G, = G, ZQ soGo, where c, =Ker d, and 
G, =(G, xlslG,)~(sOG1 ~ls~s,G,) where G, =Ker d, n Ker d,. Hence any element 
in G, can be written uniquely z=~s,aa,as,u with ?EG~, ao, a’EGl and u~s,G, (note 
that so~=sou). Let C be the normal subgroup of Gz generated by the commutators 
[s,x, s,y (soy)- ‘1, with x and y in G,. The image of C by 13, (which is the restriction of do) 
is exactly [Ker d,, Ker do] because any element of Ker do can be written (d,s,y) y-’ with 
y E (7,. Therefore it suffices to prove that C = G2, or equivalently that in GJC any element 
can be written slasOasOu with a, a’EG, and u~s,G,. As G, is generated by degenerate 
elements it is sufficient to prove that this is true for the products of s,as,a$,u with sou, sob’ and 
s,b, for v~s,G,, b, b’EG,. 
The first case is immediate: 
s,a s,a’ sou sot’ = s,a soa’ so(uv). 
For the second case we have 
s,as,a’s,us,b’=s,as,a’s,(ub’u~‘)s,u 
=sla s,(a’ub’u- ‘) sou. 
To prove the third case we need the identity sax sly z siy s,(y- ‘xy) in GJC, which is another 
way of writing that the commutator [s,x, s,y(s,y)-‘1 is trivial. Then we have 
s,as,a’s,us,b=s,as,a’s,(ubu-‘)q,u 
=s,as,(ubu-‘)s,(ub-‘u-‘a’ubu-‘) sou 
=s,(aubu-‘) s,(ub-‘u- ‘a’ubu-‘)s,u. 
Hence C = G, and the lemma is proved. 
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Remark. These two lemmas imply that (n,E{, nilA) is a cat’-group. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let E, be a connected simplicial space (i.e. E, is connectedfor all n). Then there 
is an exact sequence of groups 
Proof From [3 I] (see the Appendix) we know that to any connected simplicial space E 
there is associated a spectral sequence 
E~P=~p~qE.~~p+qIIE.ll. 
The expression rcprcqE. means that we first take the homotopy groups rcqEn. For fixed q this 
gives a simplicial group from which we take rrP. 
The continuity of the spaces E, implies that the first non-trivial row of the E2-plane is 
for 4 = 1. This gives zorrl E, = rcLy /I E. Ij and the exact sequence 
(*) 7r,,rr2E.--+n2 II E. II -+zlnl E.-+ 1. 
To compute rtprclE. we consider the simplicial group x,E. and its Moore complex (same 
notations as in 5.7) 
- -d 
nIE2 2 rclE, -: rclE, 
where rcIE, =Ker d, c ‘IKE, and rtlE, =Ker d, n Ker d, c n,E,. With this notation the 
spectral sequence gives the following exact sequence 
(**) ~‘II~x~E.-‘x~E~/I~~~-‘TI~E~-‘~~~~~E.~~. 
Splicing (*) and (**) together gives the result. n 
KEY PROPOSITION 5.9. Let 5 A-+X be a connected map and let E.-EL be a map of 
simplicial spaces satisfying 
(a) E. is connected, 
(b) E,+E$ is a weak homotopy equivalence, 
(c) (1 E. II+ 11 Et II is a weak homotopy equivalence, 
(d) n1E2 is generated by degenerate elements. 
Then n,E(=rr,E,/[Ker s, Ker b] where s and b: rc,E, -+x1 E, are induced by theface maps d, 
and d,. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 5.8 and the hypotheses on E. and EL there is a commutative diagram of 
exact sequences 
nonA- ~2 II E. II -~1E,/Imd2-n7c,E, - ~1 II E. II 
1 i; _1 1; jz 
nort2 EL--+ n2IIE9 - ?QE{-----+ ~J$--+~AlE II / . . 
Here we use the fact that in the case of Ef the group Im 2, is trivial (cf. Lemma 5.6). The 
vertical isomorphisms follow from condiiions (b) and (c). Also from (b) we deduce that 
n,,7c,E.+n,,n,E{ is surjective. By the five lemma we deduce that n,E,/Im d,-+rt,E[ 
is an isomorphism, and so (because n,E,=n,E$ that n,E,/Im d,+n,E(is an isomorphism. 
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Condition (d) and Lemma 5.7 imply that Im d2 =[Ker s, Ker b], whence the 
proposition. n 
(5.10) Proof of Theorem 5.1. This will be done by induction on n. Let (C,), (I,) be the 
statements that the connectivity of the n-cubes U,, cs E Afin, implies the connectivity and 
isomorphism statements (C), (I) respectively of Theorem 5.4. Then (C,) is immediate and (I,) 
is the classical Van Kampen theorem for the fundamental group. From now on we assume 
(C,- i) and (I,- J 
(5.11) Proofofrhe connectivity statement (C,). The n-cube ofspaces X determines a map of 
(n- 1)-cubes of spaces ?,“X--+?,iX in direction n. 
LEMMA 5.12. Let 9 be an n-cube of spaces. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) X is connected. 
(ii) i.pX and S/X are connected for all i= 1, . . . , n and the induced map of cat”- l-groups 
lx,Ox+na,‘x 
is surjectire \chen resrricted to the big groups. 
Proof Let F be the space X( - 1, . . . , - 1). Then X is connected is equivalent to 8:X, a!X, 
i=l,..., n, and F are all connected. 
We use the (n - l)-simplicial spaces Simp 2:X for E = - l,O, 1. The construction of these 
spaces shows that if ZpX, 2:X, i= 1, . , n are all connected, then 
n,F = n,((Simp 8; lx),). 
The big group of II?:X is defined to be rri((Simp 8:X),). So the result follows from the 
fibration sequence 
(Simp 2hiX)i+(Simp d,OX)r+(Simp 8fX)r. n 
By the induction hypothesis (I,_ i) we know that for E=O, 1 and i= 1, . . . , n, the cat”-‘- 
group IIafX is colimz,, TI$ U,. As U, is connected, the map IL?,“U,+IId,lU, is surjective, by 
Lemma 5.11, and hence the map on the colimit is surjective. Thanks to hypothesis (C,_ i), ZfX 
is connected, and so. by Lemma 5.12 again, X is connected. This verifies (C,). n 
(5.13) Proof of rhe isomorphism statement (I,). The isomorphism colimz?,, IIU, z 
IIcolim” U, will be the composite of several isomorphisms: 
colim&, IIU, (a) ass (colim;,, IIU,) 
def. ass (colim;,, (h xl Simp U,)) 
(b) ass ( h~1 colim” Simp U,) 
(c) ass h xl (Simp colim” U,) 
(cl) h 7c1 (Simp colimd U,) 
def. II colim” U,. 
(a) follows from a simple algebraic lemma (5.14) comparing the colimit in the category of cat”- 
groups (colim,,,) with the colimit in the category of pre-cat”-groups (colim,,,); (b) follows 
from the classical Van Kampen theorem (Lemma 5.15); (c) is the main step in the proof and 
uses the key Proposition 5.9: (d) is immediate because “rti (Simp X) is a cat”-group. 
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LEMMA 5.13. If (G,) is a diagram of cat”-groups, then the colimit G = colim&,G, is given by 
G = ass colim;,, G,, and the big group of G is the quotient of the big group of colimi,, G, by the 
subgroups [Ker sir Ker bi], i= 1, . . . , n. 
Proof We first note that the big group of the pre-cat”-group colim;,, G, is simply the 
colimit, in the category of groups, of the big groups of the G,s (and similarly for the N,s). The 
associated cat”-group is obtained by quotienting by the commutator subgroups 
[Ker s,, Ker bi], i = 1, . . . , n, and it is easily verified that this new cat”-group satisfies 
the universal property required for a colimit of cat”-groups. n 
LEMMA 5.15. If the n-cube U, is connected for all OE& then the natural map 
colim’ (*x1 Simp Ua)-+h~l colim” Simp U,. 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof Because of functoriality, it is sufficient o prove this isomorphism at the big group 
level: 
colim&(n,((Simp U,),) = 7tI colim” ((Simp U,),). 
Note that the spaces V,=(Simp U,), for GE&, may be identified with open subsets of 
(Simp X), and that V,, is the intersection of the YA for i~cr. Thus colim”V, means simply 
union. So the above equality follows from the classical Van Kampen theorem provided 
that J’c is connected for all OEA~~“. 
By hypothesis, U, is connected. Therefore _YmUb [see (5.5)] is a simplicial object of 
connected, fibrant (n- l)-cubes of spaces, Continuing this process, n- 1 more times, we 
obtain Simp U, which is thus a connected n-simplicial space. In particular, the space I’, is 
connected. H 
(5.16) End of the proof of Theorem 5.4: the isomorphism (c). This isomorphism is obtained 
by applying the functor ass h x1 to the map 
E = colim”Simp U,+EX = Simp colim” U,. 
It obviously suffices to check this isomorphism on the big groups. By Lemma 5.14 the big 
group of ass “xIE is the quotient of rr,(E,) by the subgroups [Ker Sr, Ker b,], i= 1, . . . , n. 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that rt,(ET) is obtained in the same way. 
In order to use the inductive hypothesis we introduce between E and EX an intermediate 
n-simplicial space E’ as in the diagram 
colim”Y, . . . 9n0,-Y”, . . .9”_ ,colim”Y~O,+.Y1 . . . Yncolim”O, 
II II II 
E E’ EX 
where 0, is the fibrant n-cube associated to U,. By induction, n,E; is n,E, quotiented by the 
subgroups [Ker si, Ker bi], i = 1, . . . , n - 1. Hence the isomorphism (c) will be a consequence 
of 
LEMMA 5.17. The group ECU is x,(E;) quoriented by [Ker s,, Ker b,], where s, and 6, are 
induced by the face maps in direction n. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of the key Proposition 5.9 applied to the map of 
simplicial spaces E; . . ., .+E:. . 1 . once we have verified the hypotheses (a)-(d) of this 
proposition. 
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Let + be the (n- l)-multi-index with each value 1. We regard X as a map X,: $X-t?fX 
so that we have an induced map .7’r . 9’“_ ,R, of (n- l)-simplicial spaces and hence a 
map f=(_i’, . . _Yn_lX,), of spaces. Note that Ei= Ez,. It is to this map f that we 
apply the key Proposition 5.9. Note that the mapfis connected since we proved (C,). that 
X is connected. 
The simplicial (n - l)-cubes Trio,, are connected. Therefore the (n - I)-cubes (_Y’“G,,), are 
connected. and the induction hypothesis (C,_ t) gives that colim’ (Yntj,,)j is connected. On 
applying 3, . . . T”- r, we obtain that E’ is connected. 
The induction hypothesis (I,_ r) applied for j=2 gives that xlE’++, is a quotient of 
n,E +? = colim”n,E$. By Lemma 5.6, rilEyS is generated by degenerate elements (in 
direction n). Hence so also is the colimit ~c~E,~ and hence so also is the quotient xlE‘++?. 
This is condition (d) of 5.9. 
There are natural weak homotopy equivalences (w.h.e.‘s) of (n - 1)-cubes (Y&-+2:X, 
(BOO,),-?yU,,. So we have a commutative diagram 
I 
colim”8°U 
_ I 
1 d 4:X 
The left hand map is a colimit of w.h.e.‘s and so is a w.h.e. (cf. Proposition A.4 of the 
Appendix). Hence the top map is a w.h.e. After taking Y, . .Y’,, _ I we get a w.h.e. of spaces. 
This is condition (b) of 5.9. 
As simplicialisation (i.e. applying the functor .Yi) commutes with geometric realisation, it 
suffices, to provide condition (c), to demonstrate it in the case n = 1. The key point here is the 
fact that, for a connected map f: A-+X, the natural map !I Ei // -+X is a weak homotopy 
equivalence (cf. Appendix). We apply this result to f and f, in the following diagram 
/I E, i/ = 11 colim”Ef 11 ; colim’/l Ep 11 *colimdU, 
II EL !I 
w.h.e. 
,X 
to prove that 11 E. /l--t 11 EL 11 is a w.h.e., so obtaining condition (c) of 5.9. 
This completes the proof of (I,), and so Theorem 5.4 has been proved by induction. n 
(5.18) Van Kampen theoremfor maps: n = 1. For n = 1 a cat”-group (G; N) is equivalent to 
a crossed module p: ,M-+N thanks to the following formulae: M=Ker s. /I =bi,, and 
G = M x N, s(m, n) = n, b(m, n) = ,n(m)n. 
Under this equivalence the fundamental cat’-group of the fibration sequence F-.-I-+X 
corresponds to the crossed module TC~F+K~A described in (1.1). Therefore Theorem 5.4 can 
be phrased for n = 1 in terms of crossed modules (as already proved in [S, 61). 
(5.19) Van Kampen theorem for squares of spaces: n=2. 
PROPOSITION 5.20. [20]. The category of cat’-groups is equident to the category of 
crossed squares. 
Proof: This was proved in [ZO, $51 with a slightly different (but equivalent) definition of 
crossed squares. Therefore we just indicate how to go back and forth between cat’-groups 
and crossed squares. 
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Starting with a cat’-group (G; K, K’) we put L= Kers n Kers’, M= K n Kers’, 
N = K’ n Kers and P = K n K’. Then i. (respectively L’, respectively ,u, respectively v) is the 
restriction of b (respectively b’, respectively b. respectively b’). This gives the commutative 
square. The actions of P are given by conjugation in G and h(m, n) = nznm- ‘n-l where the 
commutator, computed in G, is obviously in L. 
On the other hand, starting with a crossed square as in (3.1), we put G =(L.x N)xl 
(M >c P). K = M 10 P, K’ = N x P, s is the projection and b(l, n, m, p) = (i.(l)“m, v(n)p). (The h 
function is taken into account in the action of M x P on Lx N used to construct G.) As G is 
canonically isomorphic to (L x M) x (N XI P), s’ and b’ are defined similarly. n 
Under this equivalence the fundamental cat2-group of a square of spaces X corresponds 
to the crossed square associated to X and described in (1.3). Therefore Theorem 5.4 can be 
phrased for n = 2 in terms of crossed squares. The specific form of Theorem 1.5 in terms of 
homotopy amalgamated sums now follows in a standard way, by applying Theorem 5.4 for 
n = 2 to a covering of a double mapping cyclinder by two open sets. 
Finally, we remark that Theorem 5.4 also implies a major case of the Van Kampen 
theorem for filtered spaces proved in [6], namely the case of filtered spaces X for which X, is a 
single point. 
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APPESDIX: BY XlICHEL ZISMAK 
We quote the existence of a homotopy spectral sequence for a connected bisimplicial set S. . . The 
spectral sequence for a connected simplicial space E, is then derived, using an amalgamation theorem 
for weak homotopy equivalences which is required elsewhere in the main part of the paper. 
Let X,, be a bisimplicial set. A base point *E X,, is supposed given, and its degeneracies are taken 
as base points for the sets X,,. For varying n, the groups TC+, X, n form a simplicial group rr,X,. (we take 
%X.. = 1) for which we may take the pth homotopy group zPrriq X, . . The diagonal simplicial set of X.. 
is written VX... 
THEOREM A. 1. Suppose that for n > 0, each simplicial set X,, is connected. Then there is nfinctorial, 
convergent spectral sequence 
E$.,W. .) = n,nJ.. =, xcp 7 ,VX. . . 
This was proved in [31] by usin g standard simplicial constructions to reduce the theorem to 
Quillen’s spectral sequence for a bisimplicial group [25]. A proof has also appeared in [3] [under 
slightly weaker conditions than connectivity) and so we omit further details. 
We now consider a simplicial space E,. As explained in $1 of the paper, by n,n,E, we mean the pth 
homotopy group of the simplicial group zqE, (simplicial set if q=O). Let 11 E.1~ Ix the geometric 
realisation of E, without degeneracies. 
THEOREM A.2. Let E. be a connected sitnplicial space. Then there is a cdncergent specrral sequence 
E;,(E,)= rc,n,E, => rt p-4 /I E. I!. 
Proof: Application of the simplicial functor S to each E, gives a bisimpticial set (SE),,=S,E,. 
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Let D, be the simplicial space defined by D, = [SE,/, where 1 1 is the usual geometric realisation. and 
let 0.: D. -E; be defined by the usual adjunction maps I.SE,I+E,. Since each t14 is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. Proposition A.3 below shows that so also is !I 8. 1): 11 D. i/ --* /) E. ;(. The simplicial space D, is 
nice enough to ensure that D, ~ -ID. 1 is a homotopy equivalence [26], and for general reasons 
I’?(.SE)J=IDJ So we have a natural isomorphism z,V(SE)_ -+rt* /I EJ. Theorem A.2 follows now 
from Theorem A.1 once we have proved the following proposition (which is well known [26] if “weak 
homotopy equivalence” is replaced by “homotopy equivalence”). 
PROPOSITION A.3. Let 8.: D. -+E. be a map between simpiicial spaces such that for each n, 
8,: D,+ E, is a veak homotopy equicalence. Then 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
II 0. II: II D. II ---t II E. II 
This is proved by induction on the standard filtration of the realisations, using an amalgamation 
lemma on the pushout of qeak homotopy equivalences. This amalgamation lemma follows in a 
standard way (using double mapping cylinders) from the following result, which is also used in the body 
of this paper. 
PROPOSITION A.4 Ler g: X- Y be a conrinuous map ofspaces and ler CJ = (U,],,,, Y= { VAiAt,, be 
open coverings of X. Y respeccicely such that g(U,) c VA jar ail L E A. Suppose that for any non-empty 
jnire subset G c A, the restriction of g to g,: U,-+ V, is a weak homotopy equicalence. Then g is a rveak 
homotopy equicalence. 
Proof As in $1, U, (respectively V,) is the intersection of the sets U1 (respectively V,) for i.Ea. 
It is clear that it suffices to prove the proposition when A is finite, which we now assume. Now g: 
X-Y is a weak homotopy equivalence if and only if n,g: zOX+rcOY is surjective and for any 
cdmmutati\e diagram 
i” “X 
I I 9 (*I 
u’ 
P-------Y 
(where i” is the boundary of the n-dimensional cube I”) there exists u: In-+X such that uli’=u and 
gu 2 t; rel in. 
The fact that zOg is surjective is clear. Suppose given the diagram (*). Subdivide I”, by hyperplanes 
parallel to the coordinate planes, into subcubes small enough so that for any subcube c there is a i. E A 
such that u’(c) c V, and if c n jn # 0, then L.(C n in) c U1. This decomposition into subcubes defines a 
CFt*-structure K on I” and we set K,= in u Kp, pb - 1. Suppose u; K,-+X, ub: I”- Y, and a homotopy 
h,: ubz u’rel jn are given such that (1) u,li’= u,(2)gu,=ubl K,,(3) ifc is ann-cube ofK and /t~l\ satisfies 
u’(c) c V,, then h&l x c) c V, and up(c n KP) c U,. Let e be a (p + l)-cube of K. Let 0 c A be the 
maximal subset for which u;(e) c b’,,. We have a commutative diagram 
Since g,, is a weak homotopy equivalence, up extends to a map ule: e + U, such that there is a homotopy 
gb(u/e)- ub\e rel t?. These maps and homotopies for all (p+ 1)-cubes e combine to give up+ 1 and h,+ 1. 
The construction of u0 involves only the surjectivity of n,,g,,. n 
(I am indebted to D. Puppe for this proof of Proposition A.4.) 
Finally, we give one other result which is used in the text and which is due to F. Waldhausen. 
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PROPOSITIOS A.5. Let$ A-X be a connected map. Then the canonical map Ei I-X is a weak 
homotopy equicalence. 
Proof: Let F be the homotopy fibre off: The diagram 
F -A-X 
bj 1:. 1 = 
*-x-x = 
induces a diagram of simplicial spaces 
Now // E’;d II= X x 11 A[O] ,~ has the homotopy type of X (in fact II Er Ij =X), and 11 Ei /I is contractible (it 
is easy to construct a homotopy 1 _v * on this space). We then have the following commutative diagram 
F=EY,-/I Etiiz* 
+ i 
X=Eid -X x I] A{O] J/ zz X. 
The upper square is homotopy Cartesian, by Lemma A.6 below, and [26, Proposition 1.63 or [33]. It 
follows that the map ~1 Ei!l-X, which is the composition of ~~IJ!~~ with the projection onto the first 
factor, is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
LEMMA A.6. Let 4: X,- Y. be a morphism of simplicial spaces, and suppose that for anq strictly 
increasing map 8: [m]-+[n], the commutatil;e square 
is homotop) Cartesian. Then it is homotopy Cartesian for any 8: [m]-+[n] 
Proof: It suffices to suppose 0 surjective. Then 0 has a section 0, say, and the square constructed 
with G* is homotopy Cartesian by assumption. The lemma is then deduced from general facts about 
homotopy Cartesian squares: “a retract ofan homotopy Cartesian square is itself homotopy Cartesian” 
(see [24, Lemma l)]. n 
